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Such a pretrip decision may be revised if unexpected long ramp queues have 
been observed. Assuming that the commuting corridor includes only one 
freeway and one surface street as shown in Fig.1, the distribution of traffic 
demand can thus be estimated with the following discrete choice model: 
 
 

DFPM is designed to capture driver’s diversion behavior so as to predict the 
resulting ramp demands. The underlying assumption is that a commuter’s 
choice between the freeway and the surface street is based mainly on the 
difference in the expected travel time 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Such a pretrip decision may be revised if unexpected long ramp queues have 
been observed. Assuming that the commuting corridor includes only one 
freeway and one surface street as shown in Fig.1, the distribution of traffic 
demand can thus be estimated with the following discrete choice model: 
 
 

Where: 
        ,     ,      are parameters; 

   and          denote the expected travel time on the freeway and the 
surface street from origin i or (or ramp i) to destination j, respectively; 

         is the expected queue length at ramp I; and  
        and       are error terms to capture unobserved factors. 



Fraction of users using the freeway: 
 
 
Fraction of drivers remain on the surface 

street: 
 

additional drivers change from the 
freeway to the surface street due to the 
ramp queue. 

 
 



The elasticity of the diverted flows with 
respect to the ramp queue: 

 
 
Based on the arc elasticity definition: 

Expected queue 

A 

B 



                    (Actual and expected queues) 
          = incremental fraction of freeway 

traffic (loss due to the excessive ramp 
queue) 

 A = B 
     
 The actual fraction of diverted flow: 
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Additional fraction due to queue 

Original freeway fraction 



         Eq(C) to Eq(D) 
 
           
           
 A general form 
 
      
            set to 1 if          (ramp queue length) 

exceeds the max. queue length;  

Expected freeway fraction 

Expected 
queue length 



Computation of Surface Street 
Traffic Flows 
 The fraction of diversion traffic varies with both the O-D distribution and the time-

dependent ramp queue length 
 The resulting surface street  flows (        ) due to the ramp congestion can thus be 

expressed as: 

Where: 
: the initial fraction of traffic demand from origin i to destination 
j   at interval k; and  
: the total demand for surface street segment I at interval k, and 
equal to the summation of all upstream diverted flows and traffic 
just entering the system from cross streets (         ) 
: total demand or generation from location i  
       : number of vehicles from i to j  
                : number of vehicles on the surface from i to j 

From in to j: different destinations 



Actual Ramp Demand 
Given the above diversion, it is conceivable that both the 
actual flows to each ramp and their O-D fraction distribution 
may change significantly. The actual arriving flows to ramp i 
at interval k after diversion is given by (1 -         ) 
 

Fraction of vehicles get on to ramp i and 
bound to destination j 

To all downstream ramps 



 The revised  
   = (1 -         )                   divided by the  
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Freeway Segment Flow (  ) 

To take such effects into account, the incoming flows to freeway section 
I should be formulated as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 

Seemingly, flows on a given freeway section I depend on both the 
upstream traffic and ramp metering rates. However, in a long freeway 
section consisting of several ramps, it should be noted that there exists a 
significant time delay between the demand change at one section and it 
effects on downstream sections. 

(1) 



Freeway Segment Flow (  ) equal the 
on-ramp O-D fractions times the metering rate 

 
 
 
 
Where       denotes the fraction of vehicles from on-ramp i (after 
diversion) to destination j or farther, and       represents the number of 
time intervals to travel from ramp i to j. The derivation of  equation (1) 
and its underlying assumptions are available in the literature 
(Papageorgiou, 1980). 
             is converted from   
 
 

(1) 



Example  

Freeway          , Ex.                                 shall be the summation of the 
following flow: 
 

i=0 i=1 2 i=4 3 4 

5 min 15 min 10 min 

X1 X2 X3 X4 



Off-ramp flows(   ) 
Similarly, traffic flows at off-ramp j equal the 
summation of all upstream time-varying 
demands with destination j.  
A compressed expression of off-ramp flows 
is thus given by:  



Then, the average queue length during interval k can be approximated by 
the average queue length at the beginning of interval k and k+1( i.e. the 
end of interval k), and be expressed as 0.5 [                              ] 

Consider a given metering rate,         , at ramp i, where arriving vehicles 
follow a first-come first-served queue process during each control interval.  

Ramp Delay 

The total ramp delay,          , due to the metering control can be computed 
as: 
 
 
 
 
Where                                                           , and            denotes the i-th 
ramp’s metering rate at interval k, and T is the length of each sliced control 
interval        



Delay at the Surface Street 
Delay at the surface street includes the excessive running time due to 
expectedly low travel speed, and the waiting time at signalized 
intersections. For a diverted vehicle, its running time delay is defined as 
the difference between the freeway and surface street travel time over the 
same distance, and can be expressed as follows: 
 
 
Where               

Is the average running time delay over surface street section 
in during interval k; and  
 and              denote the freeway and the surface street travel 

time over section i during interval k, respectively 



          : Freeway travel time        constant 
          : Arterial travel time 
        Travel time=f(volume, capacity) 

  : BPR equation 
  : spiess( 1990) function 

 
 

Where  
      is the travel time over surface street section i; 

     denotes the roadway capacity of surface street section i; 
                  and    is any number larger than 1 
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Signal Delay 
 
 
Where: 
           is the approaching flow to intersection i at interval k; 
           is the cycle length for intersection i during interval k; 
 
 
            
 
           = g/c ratio, (=                                ); 
           = traffic demand of the crossing street; 
            = degree of saturation at the approach; and 
        = the saturation flows or capacity for surface segment i  
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Model Constraints 
Similar to most existing freeway control models, there are three types of 
constraints in DSOCP, which are 
 

1. Freeway capacity constraints: the freeway volume,        , must be 
less than the available roadway capacity; 

2. Ramp queue constraints: the queue length,       , at each on-ramp 
must be less than the physically allowable queue length,     ; and 

3. Ramp entrance flow constraints: the total entrance volume at each 
ramp up to interval k cannot exceed both the total actual demand 
and the ramp capacity up to the same time period    
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Achieves various control targets. A commonly used objective function in 
traffic system control is to minimize the total travel time during the entire 
control period, that is: 
 
 
 
The first and second terms denote the total travel time of vehicles using 
the freeway and surface street, respectively, where the third and fourth 
terms capture the total delay time incurred at ramps and surface street 
signals. Since                             ,      , eqn (2) can be restated as follows: 
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(2) 
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